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About This Game

In the remote 1986 the serious task of the USSR was to develop a new breed of broiler chickens. All poultry farms joined the
tough competition trying to fulfil the task. At a chicken farm in Stavropol Professor Kholmogorov managed to achieve fantastic

results in weight gain and productivity of the broiler breed. However it was eventually reported about some cases of the birds
aggressive behavior and several consequent farm staff injuries. The metal framework of the cages could not resist extraordinary

physical strength of the new breed and the majority of the birds escaped. As it turned out later the experiment was based on
genetic mutation due to artificially derived virus. The virus proved to be dangerous to humans.

A heavy share fell out to the main character - a junior zoo technician, a drunkard and rowdy. He is doomed to fight aggressive
infected zombie, mutated chicken and pigs and unravel intricate puzzles. He is also infected and constantly has to look for

medicine to control the virus in order not to transmogrify…
In the first episode you can see 4 types of weapon(kick,axe,pistol weapon,double barred shotgun), 4 types of enemies and one

rpg person.
Read the notes, hack the locks, fight with enemies, collect items for inventory(keys for doors,items for health, items for reduce

virus and others).
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Alex Kostrov Games
Publisher:
Alex Kostrov Games
Release Date: Coming Soon

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6700

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: VIDIA GeForce GTX 950 2Gb VRAM or comparable

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound

English,Russian
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